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1. Biogeochemical models: current states

• Biogeochemical models used for hindcast or 
reanalysis, forecast 

• Models differ in their degree of complexity and 
the processes their represent

• Representations of biogeochemical processes in 
models are associated with some degree of 
uncertainties

• Highly empirical, attempt to describe non-linear processes such as photosynthesis, zoo grazing etc through 
idealized formulations

• Even most observable parameters (e.g. phyto grow rate) include substantial uncertainty

• Identification of the best parameters to use in the model usually requires a lengthy process of fine-tuning 
carried out manually or occasionally in an automated fashion

IOCCG Report 19
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Fennel et al. 2019

Gehlen et al. 2015
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2. Biogeochemical models: recent advances

• Improved spatial resolution 

• Assimilation of data 

• Satellite data: chlorophyll as well as new 
products/hyperspectral data

• Data from glider/Argo/Bio-Argo

http://darwinproject.mit.edu

• Intercomparison of modeling approaches (and/or modeling versus satellite) 

• Increasing number of models and increasing complexity, identification of optimal complexity has become an 
active area of research
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Example point: IOCCG Report 19

• Highlights some of the challenges:
• Uncertainties
• Variables and units
• Skill assessment
• Using satellite in models and vice versa 

• Improved communication between model and 
satellite ocean color community

• Both approaches have their own needs and 
uncertainties
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• Report conclude by suggesting a continued open discussion through 
mechanisms such as:

• Breakout or working group with representation of modeler and ocean color 
scientists at OC/modeler conferences

• Facilitate early-career cross-discipline collaboration through summer 
schools designed to attract scientists from both communities

• Integrate ocean color and models at the project 
level and by including both communities in large 
projects (EXPORTS, Climate Modeling User Group-
ESA)

• Involve modelers in the development of ocean 
color products and mission planning (e.g. OSSEs) 
and involve satellite expert in  model 
development 
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Example: How well do Earth System Models represent the ocean biogeochemistry?

An overview of several models with respect to each of 
the variables, using absolute (left) and relative (right) 
scores to determine the degree of uncertainty in 
relation to referenced datasets.

• Physical variables are among the more realistic 
(CESM and E3SM are for a calendar year from 
uncoupled simulations)

• Nutrients: intermediate
• Biogeochemical products: mid to low scores
Note that some of these biogeochemical variables are 
secondary derivatives of the experiments which makes 
them susceptible to compound uncertainties.
Lower uncertainty as we progress through a list of 
biogeochemical processes

International Ocean Model Benchmarking (IOMB) effort

Ogunro et al. 2018
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3. Biogeochemical models: remaining challenges

• Using in situ data to parametrize, provide initial conditions and/or characterize uncertainties in 
biogeochemical models BUT:

• Lots of models still don’t validate their output-lack of data

• Lack of uncertainties of observational dataset and mismatch:

• Extrapolation of data from in situ bottle to model grid cell -> scalability challenge 

• Mismatch in type of information (measuring pigments but modelling biomass)

• Temporal and/or spatial variability in parameter values due to natural variability in 
phytoplankton species of unrepresented ambient conditions
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3. Biogeochemical models: remaining challenges (part 2)

• Assimilation of data:

a) Information on data to validate/assimilate

• Currently mostly satellite data, i.e. chlorophyll + surface only. Progress being made to assimilate 
spectral bands and various water constituents

• Uncertainties associated with the data

b) Discrepancies in units/variables we are measuring and what’s represented by models (as well as 
misunderstanding by each of the communities of what is actually represented)

c) Coupling of radiation model to BGCs in combination with assimilation of hyperspectral data
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4. Conclusions and perspectives

• Biogeochemical models are becoming more complex and detailed in the process their 
represent

• The improvements that this increased complexity and diversity brings needs to be 
quantified (either through validation or intercomparison)

• Biogeochemical models represent a great platform to integrate several datasets, provide 
information on variables that cannot be derived from satellite/in situ data at the global 
scale, and can provide forecast

• 3 majors areas of future development: 

(a) Data and processes resolved/assimilated in BGCs, 

(b) Validation/characterization of uncertainties and 

(c) Communication with satellite and stakeholders communities (working groups, summer 
schools, etc)
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• What are the current gaps of our understanding of BGC? Interactions between carbon cycle, community 
composition at the global scale. Mismatch between in situ, satellite and model data

• What are the current efforts being done in improving the interactions/integrated use of in situ, model and 
satellite data. Modeling effort, community reports (e.g. IOCCG) and workshops

• Are there particular areas/variables that are lagging behind in terms of our understanding/observations or 
modeling of them? We are still lagging on the assimilation processes and number of variables assimilated, 
processes represented (carbon fluxes, light representation, sinking of particles)

• What does the next 5 years look like for the in situ/satellite and modeling of BGC? The representation of 
water constituents (both in number and the processes influencing the composition) will improve (including 
representation of light and other processes), so will the assimilation of hyperspectral water leaving 
radiances and or water constituents as hyperspectral sensors become more common (e.g. PACE)

Questions for discussion: 
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